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Abstract—Today’s video streaming market is crowded with various content providers (CPs). For individual CPs, understanding user behavior, in particular how users migrate among different CPs, is crucial for improving users’ on-site experience and the CP’s chance of success. In this paper, we take a data-driven approach to analyze and model user migration behavior in video streaming, i.e., users switching content provider during active sessions. Based on a large ISP dataset over two months (6 major content providers, 3.8 million users, and 315 million video requests), we study common migration patterns and reasons of migration. We find that migratory behavior is prevalent: 66% of users switch CPs with an average switching frequency of 13%. In addition, migration behaviors are highly diverse: regardless large or small CPs, they all have dedicated groups of users who like to switch to them for certain types of videos. Regarding reasons of migration, we find CP service quality rarely causes migration, while a few popular videos play a bigger role. Nearly 60% of cross-site migrations are landed to 0.14% top videos. Finally, we validate our findings by building an accurate regression model to predict user migration frequency as well as user survey, and discuss the implications of our results to CPs.

Index Terms—Video Consumption, Migratory Behavior

I. INTRODUCTION

Video streaming has become one of the most popular online activities, which creates an enormous market with various content providers (CPs). Video streaming services for movies and TV shows (Netflix, Hulu, Amazon Video) already take over more than 70% of the peak time traffic in North America [1], [2]. Recently, the adoption of mobile devices and social networks further promotes the wide consumption of user-uploaded videos (YouTube, Vine) [3] and personal live streaming content (Periscope, Meerkat) [4]. Various video CPs have formed a giant ecosystem, where it is common for different providers to offer similar services and fiercely compete for users. In addition to a handful of highly successful CPs, many more have already failed in the competition such as Yahoo’s Screen, Verizon’s Redbox, Shomi and Foxtel [5], [6], [7], [8], [9]. To succeed or even survive in this ecosystem, each CP strives to provide the best user experience, i.e., with more intelligent video recommendation mechanisms and faster content delivery infrastructures.
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For CPs, retaining user engagement is critical and yet challenging. It not only requires a deep understanding of user behavior on their own services, but also how and why users leave them to a competitor. In recent years, various studies have examined user behavior and video consumption patterns by focusing on individual CPs and specific contexts [2], [10], [11], [12], [13], [14], [15], [16], [17], [18]. Given the broad differences of the video content and features of different CPs, it is critical to look at user video consumption by putting different providers in the same picture. We have taken a very tentative analysis on them in [19], [20], but what we learned is rather limited.

In this paper, we take a data-driven approach to understand video consumption across multiple CPs. In particular, we focus on user migration, i.e., switching CPs during active video viewing sessions. Our goal is to measure the prevalence of user migration across providers and extract common migration patterns. In addition, we seek to explore possible reasons that cause users to migrate, and eventually build models to predict user migratory frequency.

We achieve these goals by analyzing a large-scale ISP dataset which covers video viewing sessions of 3,870,858 users in Shanghai city over two months from November 1 to December 31 in 2015. The dataset contains in total 315 million video requests to 6 most popular video CPs in China including Youku, IQiyi, Sohu, Kankan, LeTV and Tencent Video. We obtain this dataset via our collaboration with a major ISP in China. Both parties have taken careful steps to protect and anonymize user information in this dataset (details in Data Section).

To understand how and why users migrate from one provider to another, we analyze different possible factors such as temporal characteristics of video viewing sessions, video categories, popularity of the providers, video refreshing, and even users’ device types (Section IV). Based on our observations, we build a video sequence model to characterize cross-site migration. By clustering users’ video viewing sequences, we are able to identify different user groups where they exhibit unique migration patterns (Section V). Our analysis results lead to machine learning models to predict how likely users would migrate across CPs (Section VI-B). Meanwhile, we conduct a user survey about user migratory behavior to examine our findings, which is discussed in Section VI-C.

Results from empirical analysis and modeling show user migratory behavior is highly dependent on device type, content categories and video popularity. Our high-level findings can be summarized as the follows:

- First, user migration across CPs is highly prevalent. 66% of users are likely to migrate across multiple providers during video watching. This is especially true for the
active users with 100+ views, where 96% of them switch providers.

- Second, user migratory behaviors are highly diverse. Regardless how big or small the CPs are, they all have their dedicated groups of users who like to switch to them for certain types of videos.

- Third, for mobile video service having more diverse types, there also exist diverse migratory patterns. To be specific, there are specified groups of users who are likely to migrate not only across different CPs with the same type of video service, but also across different types of services. This provides an important insight for CPs to offer diverse video services to compete users.

- Fourth, CP service quality does not have a significant impact on user migration. Instead, a small number of highly popular videos play an important role: 0.14% top videos are associated to nearly 60% of cross-site migration events.

- Fifth, user migration frequency as a key reflection of user migratory behavior is predictable, particularly on active users. The best performing regression model (Random Forest) achieves 0.83 correlation coefficient between the predicted and actual migratory frequency (for users with 1000+ views).

- Sixth, according to our user survey, we find that it is significantly important of CPs to provide exclusive videos to retain user engagement, which is not explicitly revealed in our data analysis.

To the best of our knowledge, our study is the first to systematically analyze user video consumption and migration across different CPs. Results from large-scale empirical data reveals new insights about the complex interactions between users and content providers, providing guidelines for CPs to retain user loyalty and on-site engagement.

This paper is an extension from our previous work [21] to take a more valuable analysis. The main differences can be summarized as follows. First, to further illustrate our motivation on studying the migratory behaviors, we add the analysis of how CPs compete for users through uploading the same videos. Second, CP residence time is newly defined to explore the user engagement among different CPs. Third, we use another dataset containing the viewing logs from multiple video apps to further illustrate migratory patterns in mobile video service. Importantly, to more thorough analysis of the effect of video popularity on migration, we study the fraction of number of views on popular videos against the number of sites visited, and identify its positive correlation. Meanwhile, we add the analysis of two important features used in the prediction of migratory frequency, i.e., the average number of daily views per user accessing different CPs, and the viewing time per videos. Lastly, we take a user survey about user migratory behavior to further examine our findings.

II. RELATED WORK

Video Access Behavior. User behaviors in online video systems have been examined in the context of Video on Demand (VoD) [10], [11], [12], [13], [14], [15], International Protocol Television (IPTV) [15], [16], [23], peer-to-peer (P2P) VoD [17] and live streaming [18], in different video services such as YouTube [13], 2008 Olympics [13], PPLive [11], [12], [18]. For example, Hoiles et al. utilize YouTube meta-data features and social features to understand user engagement and video popularity dynamics [24]. Authors in [25] characterize YouTube viewers by introducing a View Count Modeling (VCM) framework in order to understand the viewershaper behavior. Wu et al. study the video view patterns on Tencent Video and model them to predict the popularity [26]. Lin et al. analyze mobile video viewing patterns in PPTV system and provide the important guidelines for the design of peer-assisted video delivery networks [27]. Ma et al. explore the relationships between viewers and broadcasters on mobile personal livecast services [28]. Xie et al. study the effect of access types on video consumption patterns with the data from a large-scale VoD system [29]. Huang et al. employ Auto Regressive Moving Average (ARMA) model to predict video popularity on VoD system [30]. These works usually focus on one single system, and their analysis is also limited to a specific context. In contrast, our work collects a dataset of video viewing behaviors across six major video providers with contexts such as VoD, IPTV, live streaming. This allows us to understand user migratory patterns across CPs. Although Krishnan et al. analyze the influence of video stream quality on user behavior from multiple CPs using quasi-experimental designs [31], they do not have an in-depth study of characterizing migratory behaviors.

Temporal Patterns. For temporal analysis, Yu et al. propose a model for user arrival rate and video popularity [14]. Li et al. have reported their observations on daily and weekly patterns in a mobile VoD system [11]. Yin et al. focus on how the temporal dynamic nature of the system impacted user behavior [13]. Guo et al. model the video access patterns with stretched exponential distributions [32]. Jiang et al. focus on understanding the temporal patterns of viral videos and then predict their peak day based on the observations [33]. Pinto et al. study the influence of early views on video popularity, and use daily views during its early days to more accurately predict popularity [34]. Lian et al. apply clustering approaches to reveal the daily patterns of online video viewing behavior of smart TV viewers [35]. Kamiyama et al. find that the daily view count of YouTube videos conforms to a lognormal distribution and propose an extended multiplicative process (MPP) model to method it [36]. Instead of modeling daily/weekly patterns [11], [17], [37], we focus on more fine-grain video switching patterns in the scales of hours or even minutes across different CPs.

Geographic Patterns. Others researchers have studied the location diversity of video consumption [3], [12], [38], [39], [40]. For example, Cha et al. examine the geographical locality of an IPTV system [16]. Scellato et al. propose to use the location information in Twitter to predict the geographic popularity of YouTube videos [3]. Brodersen et al. study the popularity distribution of YouTube videos across different geographic regions, and identify its strong geographic locality [38]. Li
TABLE I
NUMBER OF VIDEOS AND VIEWS PER CATEGORY (THE NUMBERS ARE DISPLAYED IN MILLIONS).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th># Views ($10^9$)</th>
<th># Videos ($10^6$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TV Series</td>
<td>115.5 (36.7%)</td>
<td>0.7 (7.4%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Show</td>
<td>37.1 (11.8%)</td>
<td>0.8 (9.0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Movie</td>
<td>22.4 (7.1%)</td>
<td>0.2 (2.3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartoon</td>
<td>8.2 (2.6%)</td>
<td>0.2 (2.1%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>News</td>
<td>8.2 (2.6%)</td>
<td>0.3 (3.3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UGV</td>
<td>4.3 (1.4%)</td>
<td>0.3 (3.3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
<td>119.3 (37.9%)</td>
<td>6.8 (72.7%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

et al. investigate the uniformity of video requests across 33 geolocations in China, and find distinct popularity treads for popular and non-popular videos [12]. Our work focuses on migratory viewing behaviors in a metropolis city.

Migration Behavior in Social Network. There are some works about migration behavior in social network [41], [42], [43], [44]. For instance, Zhu et al. focus on the effects of overlapped membership on the survival of online communities [43]. Kumar et al. explore user migration patterns between social media sites [41]. Newell et al. investigate how and why users in Reddit migrate to other Reddit-like alternative platforms [42]. Unlike them, we study user migration behavior across different CPs in video consumption.

III. DATA

To study migration behavior in video consumption, we obtain a large-scale video viewing dataset from a major ISP in China via our collaboration. In the following we briefly describe our dataset and perform preliminary analysis.

A. Video Viewing Dataset

We obtain our dataset by focusing on 6 largest video content providers in China including Youku (YK), IQiyi (IQI), Sohu (SH), Kankan (KK), LeTV (LE), and Tencent Video (TC). They have the highest penetration rate in the market [45]. Note that all of them are Chinese domestic services, and most of their videos are free to watch. Because of the Great Firewall of China [46], large international video services like YouTube are not accessible in China and thus are neglected in our study. With the CP list, our collaborators at the ISP help to filter HTTP traffic to 6 CPs based the domain name of requested URLs. Note that all 6 CPs use HTTP protocol to deliver video content, which makes the filtering possible.

The resulting dataset contains the video viewing logs of 3,870,858 users in Shanghai city spanning over two months from November 1 to December 31 of 2015. This includes 315,069,400 viewing requests on 9,342,430 videos at the 6 CPs. Each viewing request is characterized by user ID, timestamp, device type and request URL. To obtain the detailed information about the video (e.g., video category), we then use a web crawler to fetch the video URLs. This ISP network has an 85% of market share for the broadband access in China, which makes sure that our dataset provides a comprehensive view of video consumption across major CPs.

The user ID in our data is generated by the ISP, which is mapped to a device (e.g., a smart phone, tablet or PC) instead of an IP address. We map users at the device-level, primarily considering different devices may lead to different video streaming experience for their screen size, network capacity and battery life. Using device-level ID helps to capture the fine-grained differences in video consumption. To protect user privacy, the user ID has been anonymized by the ISP (as a hashed bit string) before handling to us.

Ethics. Our study seeks to provide a better understanding of user video consumption and migration behaviors across content providers. The high-level goal is to help CPs to improve service quality for better user experience. Like existing studies [47], we obtain data via collaborations with the ISP who carefully removed personally identifiable information (e.g., IP), and anonymized user ID before handing the data to us. Our study has received the approval from our university.

Impact of HTTPS. Since all six CPs use HTTP at the time of data collection, our study is not affected by HTTPS protocol. In the future, CPs may start to use HTTPS to encrypt the data. We believe most of our analysis metrics and methods can still be applicable in case HTTPS is used, e.g., the timing and the sequence of the requests to different sites (which can still be identified by IP).

B. Preliminary Analysis

Next, we provide some preliminary analysis on video consumption across multiple providers. We seek to provide basic contexts for our later in-depth analysis.

Video Category. Generally, video categories are labeled by CPs or video uploaders for convenient video search. Common video categories include “TV series”, “Show”, “Movie”, “Cartoon”, “News”, “User-generated videos (UGV)”. By resolving the video URLs, we collect these meta data labels from the respective CPs and classify videos into these 6 categories. Some videos have defunct URLs or have no category information, and we put them under “Others”. Table I shows the number of videos and views in each category. The most popular category is TV Series which has attracted 36.7% of the views with only 7.4% of videos. Note that the “Others” category, even though takes more than 70% of the videos, only attracts 30% of the views. Thus it should not impact our later investigations.

Differences and Similarities of Content Providers. Different CPs have their own emphasis and features. As shown in Table II, YK is significantly larger than the other five with more videos (6.5 million), views (131 million) and users (3.1
Fig. 1. Distribution of videos and views by categories in six CPs.

Fig. 2. Temporal distribution of views of the same videos since uploaded by big or small CPs.

Fig. 2(a) shows the temporal distribution of views when big CPs first upload the same videos. Figure 2(b) is plotted when small CPs first upload the same videos. It can be observed that the view number on small CPs is larger than that on big one all the time. These results indicate that regardless of big or small CPs who first publish the same videos, small CPs can obtain higher user engagement. A possible reason is that there are a number of users who prefer to watching videos in small CPs. If they find the same videos available on small CPs, they would stay at their liked CPs for views. Thus, it is important of big CPs to provide more exclusive videos to attract views.

Given the above differences and similarities, user migration behavior would be highly complicated and also diverse for different CPs.

Mobile vs. PC. Video consumption from PC and mobile devices can be identified based on the device type. We find 30.4% of user IDs are associated to mobile devices, which contributes to only 13% of total video views. This suggests that PC is still the major platform for video viewing in China.

IV. MIGRATORY BEHAVIOR ANALYSIS

Our goal is to understand user video consumption and migratory behaviors across different CPs. We seek to answer two lines of questions. First, do users stick to one site or prefer to viewing at multiple sites? How often do users migrate across different providers? Second, what are the key factors that determine user migration patterns (e.g., device types, popularity of CP, video categories, etc.)? To answer above questions, we first design a series of metrics to quantify user video viewing and migration, and then analyze the overall migratory behavior.

A. Metrics: Video Viewing and Migration

To measure users’ video viewing, for a given user $i$, we model it as a sequence of viewing events: $Q_i = \{q_{i1}, q_{i2}, \ldots, q_{iN} \}$ with the corresponding timestamp $T_i = \{t_{i1}, t_{i2}, \ldots, t_{iN} \}$. We denote $v^k_i$ as the total views in CP $k$ from user $i$. The total number of views is defined as $V_i = \sum_{k=1}^{K} v^k_i (1 \leq i \leq M)$ with $M$ as the total number of users and $K$ as the total number of CPs. The length of viewing sequence is $N_i$. Between two consecutive view events $j$ and $j+1$, we denote $t_{ij+1} - t_{ij} (1 < j < N)$ as the time gap. We add up the time gaps of $n$ consecutive views at the $k$-th CP denoted by $d^k(n)$. $D^k(n)$ is the total number of such consecutive viewing “sessions”. Finally, we denote $s^{k,k'}_i$ as the total number of times when user $i$ migrates from CP $k$ to CP $k'$.

We define migratory behavior as users switching CP during active video viewing sessions. Table III summarize the main definitions in our paper. To identify migration, we first need to determine if a session is still alive. This is decided by setting a threshold: if a user has not issued any request for a duration ($x$ minutes), he/she is offline. To pick a reliable threshold, we need to first analyze the video length. We do so by crawling a random sample of 439,673 videos from six million). This is consistent with the 2015 Internet report in China [45] where YK has the highest penetration ratio among all video services. In the rest of the paper, we regard YK as big CP and other CPs as small CPs.

The five small CPs are more specialized in providing certain types of videos (Figure 1). For instance, SH, LE and IQI are well known for movies, dramas and variety shows. TC’s unique feature is the connection to a large social network Tencent QQ. TC also serves as a news portal where news are pushed through the social network. The impact is clear: even though “News” videos only take 0.5% of all TC videos, it has successfully drawn 8% of total views (Figure 1(b)). A counter example is IQI (with no social network): it also provides “News” (3%), but only draws less than 0.5% views. KK started its business for P2P downloading, and later expanded as a video streaming service specialized in providing “Movie” content.

Meanwhile, we find it is common that different CPs host the same video contents. By matching the video titles, we identify 102,297 videos hosted by more than one CP, which count for 19.76% of total views. This suggests intensive competitions among these CPs to attract users. To explore how CPs compete for users by uploading the same videos, we compute the number of views of the same videos per day since uploaded. Figure 2(a) shows the temporal distribution of views when these videos are first uploaded by big CP. For small CPs, the x-axis in this figure represents the uploading time gap with the granularity of day, which indicates that the same videos are uploaded after a few days. When the uploading time gap is 0, it means that small CPs may offer the same videos after a few minutes or hours. We can observe that at first two days big CP would attract more views, but later the view number on small CPs exceeds the big one. This shows that big CP may lose users when the same videos are also available on small CPs.
TABLE III
THE MAIN DEFINITIONS IN THE PAPER.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>User</td>
<td>Each user is identified by both IP address and device.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>View</td>
<td>Each view is defined as a user requesting a video URL.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Event</td>
<td>Each event is denoted as a tuple of CP and video category.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Session</td>
<td>Each session is defined as a user consecutively viewing videos until he/she is offline.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CPs. As shown Figure 3, 99% of videos have a duration less than 100 minutes. Following existing work [48], we add an extra 20 minutes of inactive time for each active session. This produces a threshold of 120 minutes — if a user does not send any video requests for 120 minutes, she/he is offline, which is a relatively conservative threshold to capture most of migration behaviors.

To understand the overall user migratory behavior, we define three metrics to drive our analysis:

- **Migratory Frequency** measures how frequently users migrate between different CPs, defined as

  \[
  \mathcal{F} = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{N_i} \sum_{k,k'=1}^{K} \sum_{i'=1}^{K_{i,k}} \delta_{k,k'} \mathbb{1}_{i'=1,k'=1,k\neq k'} (N_i - 1)}{N_i - 1}.
  \]

  Its value ranges from 0 to 1. In particular, \( \mathcal{F} = 0 \) indicates all users only watch videos in a single CP. For user \( i \), the migratory frequency can be computed as follows,

  \[
  F_i = \frac{\sum_{k,k'=1}^{K_{i,k}} \delta_{k,k'} \mathbb{1}_{i'=1,k'=1,k\neq k'}}{N_i - 1}.
  \]

- **CP Migratory Probability** measures how likely a user migrates from one CP to another. The probability of user \( i \) to migrate from CP \( k \) to \( k' \) is defined as:

  \[
  P_{k,k'} = \frac{1}{\sum_{k'=1}^{K} \sum_{i'=1}^{N_i} \delta_{k,k'}}
  \]

- **CP Residence Time** measures the time a user spends on consecutively viewing videos on a CP. For CP \( k \), residence time is

  \[
  R_k = \frac{\sum_{n=1}^{\max(N_i)-1} d^k(n)}{\sum_{n=1}^{\max(N_i)-1} D^k(n)}.
  \]

B. Prevalence of Migration Behavior

Since most videos on 6 CPs are free to watch, the impacts of pricing on the migratory behaviors among CPs can be neglected. First, we examine how often users visit multiple CPs. Figure 4 shows 66% of users visit more than one CP. According to (1), their average migratory frequency reaches 13%. Among these migratory users, the number of PC users is four times that of mobile users. Further, the migratory ratio of users using PCs and mobile devices are 75.6% and 43.8% respectively, indicating that PC users prefer to switching CPs. In addition, for the active users with 100+ views (19.8% of users), the proportion of migratory users reaches 96%.

Figure 5 shows the distribution of users accessing multiple CPs to watch videos. Most users visit more than one CP; while for users who have 100+ views recorded in 2 months, nearly 50% of them visit 6 CPs and only 2% stick to one single CP, which suggests that users do use multiple CPs to access video content.

To take a preliminary analysis of users who access multiple CPs, we compute average number of daily views per user visiting different number of websites. As shown in Figure 6 (a), we observe that average number of views per day exhibits a positive correlation with the number of websites. Then, we explore the relation between migratory frequency and average views per day in terms of users. From Figure 6 (b), we find that as average views increase migratory frequency become higher. These suggest that users who watch more videos during a time period of one day prone to switch CPs.

In summary, we observe that migratory behavior is prevalent when users watch videos across different CPs, and PC users are prone to cross-site migration compared with mobile users.
C. CP Migration Probability

A series of critical questions for CPs are, when users leave their site to a new one, where do users go, and why they leave. We analyze the migratory probability across CPs in Table IV. We observe the highest values at the diagonal of the matrix. After watching each video, users generally have a higher probability of staying on the same site than migrating to a different CP. Among different CPs, YK (the largest site) has the highest chance to keep their users, while KK (the smallest site) is mostly likely to lose their users to other CPs. When migration happens, YK is also the most probable destination. Further, during the migration, users are more likely to switch to the same video category during the migration.

We seek to further understand whether video category influences the migratory behaviors by showing the results in Table V. The most dominating trend is that users would switch site for the same category of the videos (the numbers along diagonal are slightly higher than the nearby numbers e.g., “Movie” and “Cartoon”). Further, we consider whether the categories of videos viewed before and after migration are the same or not and compute the average migratory probability. The obtained results show that the probability of migrating to the same category is relatively higher (52.56%), which suggests that users are more likely to watch the same video categories during the migration.

Then, we examine which categories users migrate to when switching to a particular site. As shown in Table VI, for “TV” and “Movie”, the largest site YK has a dominating influence over the other sites. However, we do observe that smaller CPs’ unique features help them to draw users during migration. For instance, TC, with the help of its social network to push “News” videos, has received most views when users switch site to watch “News”; while SH is currently doing well in “Cartoon” category. Although IQI and KK are two smallest CP, they attract more “Movie” views from migration right after YK due to their emphasis on Movie content.

Overall, we conclude that regardless of big or small CPs, certain users prone to migrate to them. Further, during the migration, users are more likely to switch to the same video category.

D. CP Residence Time

Although we have analyzed the overall migratory behavior at different CPs, it does not consider the time factor involving user engagement on different CPs. Thus, we introduce CP Residence Time that estimates how a CP can retain users for consecutive views. We examine the residence time of users...
on each CP in Figure 8, as a proxy for the level of user-engagement. The results show that the estimated residence time on YK is longest (51 mins), but not significantly longer compared to the rest CPs (e.g., the shortest one is KK of 36 mins). This is consistent with our earlier observation: even though YK has a clear advantage in attracting users, other smaller CPs can still maintain a similar level of user engagement once users get on their sites. The above analysis further illustrates the importance of our study on the migratory behavior.

V. CLUSTERING MIGRATORY PATTERNS

Thus far, we have analyzed users’ video consumption and migratory behaviors by treating users as a single population. However, there could be different user behaviors within this population. Now, we explore what are the major types of user migratory behavior over multiple providers? How can providers retain user engagement for different user types? To answer these questions, we apply an unsupervised mining method to cluster users’ video viewing sequences.

A. Viewing Sequence Clustering

Now, we build an unsupervised model to identify groups of prevalent behaviors among users by clustering the user viewing sequences. This is done by building a similarity graph for viewing sequences, where each node in the graph represents a user and the edges are weighed based on the “similarity” of sequences. Partitioning the graph produces clusters of users with similar activities.

Viewing Sequences. Each user’s viewing sequence is a sequence of video viewing events with the time gaps between events. We model the sequence of user $i$ as $\{q_{i1}, t_{i1}, i, q_{i2}, t_{i2}, i, \ldots, q_{in}, t_{in}, i\}$, where $q_{ij}$ is the $j$th event of the user, $t_{ij}$ is the time gap between two click events. To capture both CP and video category, each event $q$ is denoted as a tuple of them, e.g., $(Y^K, Movie)$. For easy comparison of sequences, we also discretize the time gaps as events. In this paper, we classify the time intervals as $(0, 1min], (1min, 30min], (30min, 1h], (1h, 2h], (2h, +∞)$ that correspond to possible viewing behaviors (Table VII). This classification is based on the estimated video length of each category as well as the threshold of active video viewing sessions discussed in Section IV-A.

Similarity Graph and Partitioning. Our high-level intuition is that user behaviors would form clusters, i.e., users behave similarly at certain aspects. To capture such clusters, we map user’s viewing sequences into a similarity graph [49] and partition the graph to produce groups of users with similar activities. In this graph, each node is a user, and the edges measure the similarity of any two sequences. Our similarity metric considers the visited CP, video category and time gap at the same time. For a given sequence $Y = (y_1, y_2, \ldots, y_n)$, we compute all possible subsequences (or $k$-grams) as $F_k(Y) = \{y(k)|y(k) = (y_{i-1}, y_i, \ldots, y_{i+k-2}, i \in [1, n+2-k]\}$. Then, given two sequences, we measure their similarity based on common subsequences $C_k(Y_i, Y_j) = F_k(Y_i) \cap F_k(Y_j)$, and the frequency of each subsequence $[e_{v,1}, e_{v,2}, \ldots, e_{v,T}]$ ($v = i, j, T = |C_k(Y_i, Y_j)|$). The sequence similarity metric is computed by Tanimoto coefficient:

$$Z_k(Y_i, Y_j) = \frac{\sum_{m=1}^{T} e_{i,m}e_{j,m}}{\sum_{m=1}^{T} e_{i,m}^2 + \sum_{m=1}^{T} e_{j,m}^2 - \sum_{m=1}^{T} e_{i,m}e_{j,m}}$$

which considers both the direction and magnitude of two vectors. We set $k = 5$ for our analysis following the settings in [49]. To identify clusters in the graph, we use the Divisive Hierarchical Clustering Algorithm [50], which is suitable for finding arbitrary cluster shapes.

B. Sequence Clustering Results

Data Clustering. Building a complete similarity graph is too costly given the size of our dataset ($O(n^2)$). Thus, we rely on sampling to build similarity graph by seeking to give a fair consideration for users who visit different number of CPs. More specifically, we randomly select 2000 users from those who visit $x$ sites, where $x = 1, 2, \ldots, 6$. In total, this gives us 12,000 users to build a similarity graph. After clustering, we obtain in total 24 clusters (the number of clusters is determined by clustering quality metric: modularity [51]). For our analysis, we focus on the largest 12 clusters shown in Figure 9, which covers 99% of the selected users.

Cluster Analysis. To help the understanding the behaviors captured by each cluster, we select key features (i.e., subsequences) that are strongly associated to each cluster. More specifically, we use Chi-square statistics ($\chi^2$) [52] to measure the correlation of a feature and a cluster.

It can be computed as

$$\chi^2(t, c) = \frac{M(AD - CB)^2}{(A + C)(A + B)(C + D)(B + D)}$$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time Gap</th>
<th>Possible Behavior</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(0, 1min)</td>
<td>Scanning through video pages quickly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1min, 30min]</td>
<td>Watching short video clips</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(30min, 1h)</td>
<td>Watching TV series</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1h, 2h)</td>
<td>Watching movies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2h, +∞)</td>
<td>Taking a break (offline)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 9. Number of users in top 12 clusters.
where \( t \) and \( c \) represent the selected feature (subsequences) and cluster respectively. \( A \) is the frequency of feature \( t \) occurring in cluster \( c \), \( B \) is the frequency of feature \( t \) occurring outside cluster \( c \), \( C \) is the frequency of other features occurring in cluster \( c \) and \( D \) is frequency of other features occurring outside cluster \( c \). \( \chi^2 = 0 \) if the feature and the cluster are independent; A higher \( \chi^2 \) score indicates a stronger association for the feature and the cluster.

To obtain the top feature of each cluster, we select the highest \( \chi^2 \) score of each feature based on the distribution of users in the cluster and outside this cluster. Since we focus on users’ cross-site migratory patterns, we choose the top feature satisfying such patterns in each cluster. To intuitively show the result, we first plot a heatmap in Figure 10. It shows the probability of migrating from one CP (column) to another CP (row) with darker color represents a higher migratory probability. In the meantime, we also examine what video categories users in each cluster are likely to migrate to in Figure 11. Our results confirm our intuition that users do have very different migratory behaviors. For instance, cluster 1, 3, 5 and 11 have users who are likely to migrate to YK, but the target video categories are different. For example, users in cluster 1 are likely to migrate to YK to watch TV series, while users in cluster 11 are likely to migrate to YK to watch movies. Cluster 2 has users who often migrate to SH to watch TV series; Even for the smallest CPs such as TC and KK, there are dedicated clusters of users who are likely to migrate to them (cluster 8 and 12). These results confirm that even smaller CPs can still receive preferences from certain types of users and the migration behavior exhibits great differences for different groups of users. For service providers, understanding such migration behavior patterns can help to engage their users. By classifying users into different migration patterns, CPs can make better recommendations on intended videos on the same site to keep users from migrating to other CPs.

Finally, we analyze the time intervals for users to migrate from one CP to another. For different clusters, we do not observe significant differences. This suggests that temporal features are less important in identifying migratory behaviors compared to video categories and CP preferences.

In summary, our results further validate that regardless of big or small CPs, users all have their dedicated groups, where they like to switch for certain video categories.

### C. Migratory Pattern Analysis on Mobile Video Service

In recent years, mobile video services are rapidly changing, *e.g.*, a growing number of people prefer to visiting the mobile video apps for video viewing by their mobile devices. Thus, for users accessing to mobile video service, a key question is what are the major patterns of migratory behavior over different providers. To investigate it, we use the dataset from [53] to model the users’ video viewing sequences. This dataset records the logs of user clicks from 34 popular mobile video apps\(^1\) classified into three kinds of mobile video service, including traditional video portals, user-generated video service and personalized livestreaming [53]. With it, we adopt our proposed clustering method to characterize the usage patterns of mobile video service. As previously mentioned, it is very time-consuming to construct a complete similarity graph. Thus, we randomly choose 10,000 users and filter the users with smaller than 3 clicks. Since we do not have the information of video category due to the limitation of dataset, we denote each event as the app where the user clicks when modeling user viewing sequences.

Finally, we obtain 8 main clusters containing 98.2\% of selected users. Table VIII shows the selected top features and their scores in 8 clusters. We observe that these top features corresponding to user behaviors are mainly intra-CP switching.

\(^1\)The three types and their corresponding apps are traditional video portals (Tencent Video, Sohu Video, iQiyi, 56 Video, Youku, LeTV, Baofeng, PPTV, Tudou,CNTV, Kankan, Baomihua, K6, Migu Video, TV189, 360 Video, PPStream, Mangguo TV), personalized livestreaming (YY, Douyu, Inke, Huya, Huajiao, Fanxing Chushou TV, Panda TV, Quanmin TV, KKT), and user-generated video service (Bilibili, 51 TV, AcFun, Miaopai, Meipai, Xiaojiaxiu).
Further, the usage patterns in Cluster 1, 2, 6, 7 and 8 are the quick clicks within the apps, with the reason that it is more convenient for users to use mobile apps to watch online videos. Meanwhile, some apps that provide the video service different from the traditional video portals (e.g., Youku) also attract a group of users to view. For example, the users in Cluster 6 quickly click the app of Douyu that offers the platform for personalized livestreaming. With a focus on the cross-site migratory patterns, different groups of users who behave distinctively in switching apps for views. For example, the users in Cluster 1 migrate to IQiyi after 2 hours while Cluster 6 has users who switch from Youku to Tudou in less than 30 minutes. In particular, it is observed that a group of users are likely to migrate to the app that offers a different kind of video service, which is unexplored in previous analysis. For example, Cluster 1 has the users who switch from Miaopai to Tencent Video, where the former has expertise on making the user-generated videos while the latter belongs to traditional video portals. This indicates that users may leave to a competitor since different kinds of video services are required, which provides a valuable reference for CPs to offer diverse video services to retain and compete users. Based on above analysis, we conclude that there are diverse migratory behaviors in mobile video service.

VI. MIGRATION REASONS & PREDICTION

Thus far, our results suggest users prone to migrate from one site to another for video consumption. For individual CPs, it is crucial to understand the reasons why users leave their sites and migrate to competitors. This allows CPs to develop more targeted mechanisms to retain user engagement and loyalty. In this section, we first analyze the possible reasons behind migration. Then, we validate our findings with a prediction model for user migration.

A. Migration Reasoning

We explore migration reasons from two aspects: CP and video. First, CP’s (poor) service quality may be an important factor that triggers user migration; Second, for videos, the popularity of video may influence the users’ viewing and migration behavior.

TABLE VIII

Top 8 Clusters Where We Select Top Features Per Cluster for Intra-Site Switching and Cross-Site Switching. For Brevity, We Use 1M, 30M, 1H, 2H and 2H+ to Represent Each Time Bucket Respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Users</th>
<th>Chi²</th>
<th>Top Feature (Intra &amp; Cross-site)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1625</td>
<td>1770.9</td>
<td>{Tencent Video, 1m, Tencent Video}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>88.5</td>
<td>{Miaopai, 2h+, Tencent Video, 1m, Tencent Video}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1465</td>
<td>27494.5</td>
<td>{Tencent Video, 2h+, IQiyi, 1m, IQiyi}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>987.7</td>
<td>{Tencent Video, 2h+, IQiyi, 1m, IQiyi}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1099</td>
<td>26265.0</td>
<td>{Youku, 2h+, Youku, 2h+, Youku}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1187.7</td>
<td>{Tencent Video, 2h+, Youku, 1m, Youku}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>997</td>
<td>72986.3</td>
<td>{360 Video, 2h+, 360 Video}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1588.3</td>
<td>{360 Video, 2h+, 360 Video, 2h+, 360 Video}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>981</td>
<td>14849.4</td>
<td>{Miaopai, 1m, Miaopai, 2h+, Miaopai}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1740.6</td>
<td>{Bilibili, 1m, Bilibili, 2h+, Miaopai}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>432</td>
<td>19228.5</td>
<td>{Douyu, 1m, Douyu, 1m, Douyu}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1342.0</td>
<td>{Douyu, 1m, Douyu, 1m, Douyu}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>260</td>
<td>915.0</td>
<td>{PPStream, 1m, PPStream, 1m, PPStream}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>129.0</td>
<td>{IQiyi, 1m, PPStream, 1m, PPStream}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>239</td>
<td>44106.3</td>
<td>{PPTV, 1m, PPStream, 1m, PPStream}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>179.9</td>
<td>{Miaopai, 2h+, Miaopai, 2h+, Tencent Video}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 12. Migratory ratio between the big and small CPs on migration events caused by refreshing failure.

Fig. 13. Ratio of migratory due to refreshing failure (threshold=30s).

1) CP Service Quality: If a user sends multiple consecutive requests on the same video but fails to view it due to long startup or rebuffer delay, she/he may switch to a new site for videos in a short time. To better investigate such phenomenon, we detect video refreshing events if a user sends at least two consecutive requests on the same video within a small time threshold. Further, we define refresh failure if a user immediately starts to watch videos at a different site after refreshing. We set the time threshold as 30 seconds and evaluate the sensitivity of the threshold later.

To quantify the influence of CP service quality, we count the migratory ratio of refresh failure considering the switching direction of the big and small CPs (Figure 12). We observe that there is no significant difference for the ratio between these two types of migrations. Further, we compute migratory ratio as the number of refresh failures divided by the number of migrations in the same site. As shown in Figure 13, the migratory ratio is smaller than 0.4% at all six sites, and average ratio is only 0.19%, which suggests refreshing failures rarely
cause migration regardless of big or small CPs. To check the sensitivity of the threshold, we show the migratory ratio with different thresholds in Figure 14. We find that the average migratory ratio increases with the threshold but is still smaller than 0.06% even when it increases to 70 seconds. Based on these two observations, we conclude that CP service quality has minor impacts on user migration.

2) Video Popularity: Popular videos attract more user viewing, and are likely to trigger user migration. To investigate it, we calculate the fraction of views on top 1000 videos against the number of sites visited. In Figure 15, we observe that the fraction of views increases as the number of sites visited. This suggests that users who visit more sites prefer more popular videos. Further, we rank the video popularity by number of views, and plot the probability of migrating to popular videos over the total number of migrations (Figure 16). From the results, we observe that migratory probability exhibits a

negative correlation with the rank of video popularity, which suggests that more popular videos cause more migrations. On the other hand, we compute the average probability among top popular videos and show the results in Figure 17. We find that a very small fraction of popular videos counts for most of the migrations. Nearly 60% of cross-site migration is landed to 0.14% top videos. Even for the top 1000 extremely popular videos (0.011% of all videos), they trigger 27.73% of all the migrations. Nearly 60% of cross-site migration is landed to a very small fraction of popular videos counts for most of the migrations.

A key question is, are users intentionally looking for these videos or do they reach popular videos due to the recommendations of destination CP. To explore it, we treat users watching popular videos in a different category after migration, as a signal of being distracted by the destination CP’s recommendation. We compute the probability of migrating to different categories of popular videos after migration, and use non-popular videos as comparison. As shown in Figure 18, except for “Movie”, there is no significant difference (< 10%) in the probability of changing categories between popular or non-popular videos. There is a significant 20% difference for the movie category. It is possible that after watching a long movie, users are more likely to migrate to another site to watch recommended videos in other categories.

As a brief summary, we obtain two enlightened findings: 1) CP service quality does rarely cause the user migration from
TABLE IX
THE FEATURE LIST FOR PREDICTION OF USER MIGRATORY FREQUENCY.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Feature</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Fraction of # of views on popular videos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Device type used for watching videos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td># of video categories viewed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Avg. # of views per day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td># of offline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Avg. # of views during consecutive sessions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Avg. estimated viewing time per video</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 19. Correlation between prediction result and real value for users with different number of video viewing events (V denotes # of views per user).

one CP to another; 2) users prefer to migrating to another site for popular videos. Especially, when watching movies and doing the migration, they are more likely to watch popular videos with other categories.

B. Migration Prediction

So far, we analyzed user migration behavior and possible reasons. We next build a prediction model to validate our findings. More specifically, we seek to predict migratory frequency, i.e., how frequently a user would switch CPs (see Equation 2). This metric can be useful for CPs to estimate user loyalty and re-engage unsatisfied users.

Our prediction is based on regression models to predict migratory frequency. We first select key features for each user based on early obtained insights. As shown in Table IX, these features include: the fraction of views on popular videos over all the videos the user watched, the user’s device type, number of video categories previously watched, average number of views per day. We also include features to characterize the video streaming sessions such as number of offline events, number of views per session, and estimated viewing time per video.

Based on these features, we build regression models using three widely used machine learning methods: Support Vector Machine (SVM) [54], Decision Tree (DT) [55] and Random Forest (RF) [56]. In our experiment, we select 10,000 users with 100+, 1000+, 1000+ views respectively and run 5 fold cross-validation. We use Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) to evaluate the accuracy between predicted and real value. Table X lists RMSE value of three models. From the results, we find that their values are smaller than 0.1, and RF can achieve most accurate one. Further, we use heatmap to intuitively illustrate the correlation between the predicted and real value (Figure 19). If each predicted value matches real value perfectly, all the dots would be distributed along with the diagonal. The results show that our prediction models are effective. The correlation coefficients between predicted and real values are listed in Table XI. For users with 1000+ views, our models predict migratory frequency with a correlation over 0.79 (regardless SVM, DT or RF). Among different models, RF is the most accurate one (0.83).

To explore the importance of features, we compute the feature weights of three methods in Table XII, where a higher weight indicates more important feature. Note that the three models compute weights differently: SVM uses sensitivity analysis on features [57], while DT measures the goodness of each split inside the tree [55]. RF measures the decrease in node impurities on features [56]. Despite the differences, the top feature across all three models is consistent. The fraction of views on popular videos is still the strongest indicator of user migration. In addition, we identified a new feature the average viewing time per video (feature 7), which is also highly indicative of migration. We examine the relationship between migratory frequency and average viewing time per video, and plot the result in Figure 20. We observe that when users watch short videos (<20 minutes) migratory frequency increase with average viewing time of each video. In contrast, when watching videos longer than 20 minutes, users do not frequently switch CPs. Intuitively, if a user constantly closes videos before finishing, it indicates unsatisfying experience and a tendency to migrate.

Note that our prediction experiments are not intended to provide off-the-shelf prediction tools for individual CPs. As shown in Table IX, certain features require a global view of user traffic data. Instead, we use the prediction model for inquiry and validation on our early findings, and identify new signals to predict migration (e.g., average viewing time per video).

C. User Study

To further evaluate our findings, we develop an online survey about users’ viewing behaviors. We design a questionnaire containing 6 questions in the survey. To avoid multiple

2The full question list is available at https://www.dropbox.com/s7w9q1zvbiwe814/Questionnaire.pdf?dl=0
submissions from the same respondent, we set up a tool that can examine the browser cookies.

We invite the people in the university to fill in this questionnaire since they are active in watching online videos. Finally, 107 respondents complete the survey in total. Table XIII shows the specific reasons why users choose a specified CP for video views, where the number and percentage of respondents are ranked in descending order. From the result, we find that providing exclusive videos is a most important factor influencing user engagement on different CPs. Besides, 28.97% of respondents claim popular videos also attract them, and its rank is right after the exclusive videos. Further, we observe that 34.58% of respondents would switch CPs during active viewing sessions. Among these respondents, 67.57% of them switch CPs for popular videos, while the percentage of respondents who choose service quality only occupies 29.73%. This is consistent with our previous analysis (Section VI-A).

In addition, from Table XIV, we observe that different respondents have their CP preferences (big or small CPs) when switching. Moreover, in our survey, we find that 78.38% of respondents prefer to switching for certain video categories. These further validate our findings in Section V.

### D. Practical Implications

Our results have a number of practical implications to CPs. First, we identified a number of factors that contribute to user migration across CPs. This provides guidelines for CPs to optimize their services. 1) In comparison with the networking service quality, video contents should be paid more attention, which is beneficial of CPs to compete with their competitors. In particular, identifying and indexing trending videos across the Internet can help to engage their users. Also, developing their uniquely featured video categories (e.g., News for TC, Movies for IQI and KK) helps to attract incoming migrants, even from larger sites. 2) CPs should pay attention to video recommendation in the same video categories — users often migrate to other CPs to watch (trending) videos of the same category as they watched before migration.

Second, our experiments above show that migration behavior is predictable. However, in practice, there are challenges to make the prediction tool directly available to individual CPs since certain features require a global view of the network traffic. This gives ISPs the opportunity to provide services to CPs, to compute global features on their behalf. Future research will be needed to guarantee CPs cannot reverse-engineer a user’s detailed browsing traces from these statistical features. In addition, we find other signals that do not require global statistics (e.g., average viewing time per video). This can help individual CPs to estimate users’ likelihood of migration, and deploy targeted engagement mechanisms.

### E. Limitations

There are a few limitations in our study. First, our study primarily focuses on Chinese video streaming market. Future research is needed to expand the analysis scope (when related data becomes available). Second, we study user migratory behavior based on the video viewing records collected 4 years ago. Although today’s user viewing behavior may be different due to the proliferation of smart devices and the appearance of new video services (i.e., live streaming), our analysis can still provide valuable insights. On one hand, our metrics and methods are defined based on some basic information including user ID, timestamp, and request URL, and can be applied to other similar dataset. For example, the proposed sequencing model only needs the above information as the input, thus it can be generalized to predict the migratory patterns. On the other hand, the analysis results can offer some insightful guidelines for CPs to improve their services. For example, we find that it is helpful of CPs to provide more popular video contents and develop featured video categories to retain users.

### VII. Conclusion

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study to systematically analyze user video consumption and migratory behaviors across different content providers. We not only uncover the overall patterns of how users migrate from one CP to another, but identify distinct groups of users with highly different migratory behaviors. Moreover, we study the potential reasons about user migration, which leads to an
accurate prediction model for migration frequency. In addition, we conduct a user survey to further validate our analysis, and obtain new findings. CPs can utilize these findings to improve their services and better engage users. As future work, we plan to investigate long-term migration behavior across CPs.
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